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Abstract
The intellectual distinction between Jews and Gentiles, Christians and Pagans is
a division between true and false religion. Danish theologian N. F. S. Grundtvig
(1783–1872) refuted this binarywhenhe “matchlessly discovered” that pagan sim-
ply denotes a natural, pre-Christian human, created in the image of God. Inborn
and cultured spirits of life simply convey a people’s “Old Testament,” whichmay
also be treasured as independent sources of pride, cultural knowledge, commu-
nity, and historicity. In this article, I approach Grundtvig’s discovery as method,
and discuss its potential to teach a climate sensitive age kinship with a particular
linage of dwellers (nomads, peasants, Sami, Vikings, moderns), a specific land-
scape, and with spirit as breath and sensory belonging to a larger-than-human
community. It will include a brief reflection on how native Christian scholars
treat this problematic, how gendered rereadings of Norse mythology may still
enlighten the present, and how new ecological concerns about deep entangle-
ments may open Norwegian memory to its first migrants: nomadic hunters and
gatherers.
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With Christendom, we inherited a cultural and intellec-
tual distinction between Jews and Gentiles, Christians and
Pagans—which, in effect, is a distinction between true and
false religion.1 Because tradition ascribes it to Moses and
the monotheistic prohibition to worship images or “other
gods,” the binary has become known as the “Mosaic dis-
tinction.”2 Inspired by the romantic-philosophical move-
ments of his time, the Danish theologian N.F.S. Grundtvig
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(1783–1872) refuted this binary and suggested that pagan
(or “heathen”) simply “denotes the old, natural, pre-
Christian human being.”3 This person is not abandoned
by God, and inborn or cultured spirituality is not “false,”
only preliminary.4
Drawing on the Genesis narrative, Grundvig con-

structed a universalistic history and proclaimed that all
humans were created, and continues to be created, in the
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image and likeness of God (Imago Dei). The image was
damaged in the fall but not destroyed. Otherwise, no com-
munication would be possible between God and humans
and salvation incomprehensible. This also applies to the
lives of pre- and non-Christians. Thus, Grundtvig’s pro-
gram “Human comes first, and Christian next, for that
is life’s true order”5 was not a program for a separate
secular culture, but a recognition of the “order of life”
and of the living interaction between creation and cul-
ture. Furthermore, embeddedness in local culture, speak-
ing “its living words” in the spirit of its mother-tongue
was understood as a precondition to hear and receive the
“living word of God” (Christ). Spiritually, culturally, and
historically this competence—both in the person as well
as in the people/society—constitutes its own specific Old
Testament that, according to Grundtvig, “can be imag-
ined to have existed before the coming of Christianity.”6
Grundtvig’s main reference to this famous claim was his
own comprehensive knowledge of early medieval Norse
religion and culture (pre-Christian Viking Age), as repre-
sented in Snorre Sturlason’s compilations of Norsemythol-
ogy, sagas, poetry, and wisdom literature.
This take on theology, and the living interaction that

is imagined to take place also with long dead predeces-
sors and the not-yet-born descendants, framedGrundtvig’s
ecclesiology—or the other way around: the Bible and well-
informed scriptural interpretations are not constitutive of
church; the core liturgy of the Apostles’ Creed, the Lord’s
Prayer, and the words of institution for baptism and holy
communion are. Thus, Christ is present in the midst of the
assembly when his words, as remembered in the Creeds
and in the New Testament, are sung or read aloud.7 This
privileges the category of ritual as constitutive of the event,
and of ecclesia, as open and inclusive public space (or tem-
ple) for its core mystery: Christ’s presence/renewal of life.8

1 METHOD AND FOCUS

Scandinavian Creation Theology is a school of theology
that developed aroundGrundtvig’s cultural agenda. Its pri-
mary aim is to re-read Luther in the context of Grundtvig’s
theology.9 My concern, however, is hermeneutics. In what
sense may Grundtvig’s theological method be of relevance
to the spiritual yearnings of the contemporary, with its eco-
logical concerns in regard to a larger-than-human world,
and attempts at recognizing ancestral bonds in time and
space?
Grundtvig was convinced that human longings for life

eternal, for life beyond the grave, was an innate human
trait and therefore also constitutive of pre-Christian spir-
ituality. Bonds of community with predecessors were
important to truly sense this desire or longing.10 Our time
is certainly marked by a longing for lasting life, if not

individually, then collectively. Its mark is climate change
and fear of possible extinctions. Human responses are con-
cerned with non-death and a fuller life. Attempts at re-
establishing living relations with both the past and the
future, including by cultivating a new sensibility with
the created world as “alive” and endowed with “spirit”
is explicit in eco-activism.11 It implies acknowledgement
of certain porousness between human and other-than
human elements, and between human and animal life.12
While theology is going green, sociological and anthropo-
logical studies also take up new interpretations of “ani-
mism” and “assemblages.”13
This ismypitch for this article. To explore it, Iwill look at

lines of connection to cultural predecessors (the “Old Tes-
tamenters”) in my own Norwegian context, and inspired
by Grundtvig ask: What can we still learn from our Viking
predecessors? Why is ritual vital as “connective space” to
a specific plurality of traditions? Who counts as human
predecessors in Norway? May we include nomadic pop-
ulations and what is usually conceptualized as “animist”
beliefs? I will start with theology to give a larger context to
Grundtvig’s program.

2 PLURAL OLD TESTAMENTS

Paganism is a normative, not a descriptive concept in the-
ology. The church inherited the notion “pagan” (denot-
ing commoners, superstitious, country dwellers) fromboth
Jewish and Greek traditions, and it always stands for
the opposite of what “we” represent. From an ancient
Israelite point of view, paganism included both polythe-
ism and idolatry. Since the priests of the Israelites even-
tually stopped acknowledging the existence of gods other
than Yahweh, this meant that the people who continued
to invoke Baal or Astarte worshiped empty images (both
symbolic and real), and were therefore deceived, not least
by the demons.
The legacy of the Greeks is more complicated, as they

simultaneously represented polytheistic cult and a philo-
sophical critique of the same. Already in the sixth century
BC, Ionian philosophers had reduced the Greek pantheon
to allegorical interpretations of the four elements or of a
first mover. And from 300 BC onwards, an interpretation
took hold that worship of gods was nothing but ancestor
worship.14 The gods were perceived as ordinary mortals,
elevated by descendants because of unique heroic deeds,
while the demons were popular hypostases of disease, suf-
fering, and evil.
The Greek philosophical critique of religion and the

Greek popular doctrine of demons were annexed and fur-
ther developed by a number of Christian apologists as
rhetorical weapons against the “the others’” beliefs and
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rituals. Among a majority of the fathers, the terms idolum
(idol), simulacrum (image) and daemones (demons) sim-
ply came to sum up the delusions of the Gentiles. During
the Reformation, this critique of religion was also turned
against the Christian tradition itself, profiled by Luther as
a question regardingworship of a true or false god. The per-
son or thingwe trust, and fromwhomweexpect everything
“good,” was simply defined as “our true God.” To expect
the “good” from the pope or prescribed penances meant
having idols and being no better than the Gentiles.
Grundtvig was certainly not the first theologian to enter

into dialogue and appreciation of his own ancestry. In
Nicolaus Cusanus’ constructed dialogue “On the Peace of
Faith” (1453 AD) (which takes place in heaven), the first
article of faith is taken at face value: If God is One and
the Father of all, and “the one who gives every human
father the ability to be a father,” this One, creative, God
must be active in all cultures, and in reality be the object
of all human faith and worship. Although God is wor-
shipped under many names and worshipped in different
ways through a variety of rites and customs, it does not
alter the fact that faith de facto must be common: it has its
origin in one (Fatherly) God.15 Cusanus also argued for the
benefit of interpreting the biblical texts in light of people’s
local non-Christian cultures and narratives since it would
make the gospel easier to understand. In this way, Cusanus
helped to redefine “paganism” as a necessary background
horizon for the gospel, albeit tentative and incomplete in
itself.

3 NATIVE OLD TESTAMENTS

Cusanus’ and Grundtvig’s kind gestures toward pagan tra-
ditionswere historical and pedagogical: the traditionswere
long dead in terms of cultic practices and lived onmerely as
embodied custom or symbolic discourse. Nobody claimed
or confessed to being both pagan and Christian (although
somewere accusedhereof). Contrary to this are the tasks of
post-colonial, native theologies in Africa and North Amer-
ica. Their pagan traditions are alive and well and dual
practices is a real option. Post-colonial theologies therefore
perform triangulation of the relationship between Chris-
tian faith, local pre-Christian religious tradition, and the-
ological hermeneutics. Should, for example, traditional
African religion be rejected as a delusion, “contain[ing] no
preparation for Christianity,” as the World Mission Con-
ference concluded in Edinburgh in 1910, or should the
pre-Christian experiences of Africans be called “praepara-
tio evangelii,” as suggested by Kenyan theologian John S.
Mbiti?16
According to Mbiti, the missionaries did not bring God

to Africa, they “merely” brought Christ. God the Creator

was already known through traditional African religiosity
and the fact that they were human. Most people therefore
experienced continuity and not a break between a Chris-
tian interpretation of life and the living cosmologies of
“culture and custom.” Mbiti’s view received wide support,
although he was also criticized for defending oppressive
customs (such as polygamous African family structure) as
expressions of divine order.17
In North America, Episcopalian bishop Steve

Charleston (of the Choctaw tribe) also talked about Native
People’s Christian theology. His solution was neither to
reject the Semitic tradition nor to return to pre-Christian
religious practice, but to redefine what constitutes a tradi-
tion as “Christian.” Is it true that God, through history and
up to the time of Jesus, spoke only to the Israeli and the
Jews and that “he” revealed himself exclusively through
the Semitic “Old Testament”? Or is it conceivable that the
myths and tales of the American Indians, be it on creation,
human existence, or cosmos, may be grounded in the
experience of God too? Stevenson said “yes” and sug-
gested the term “The Old Testament of Native America”
to describe this relationship in his context.18
Robert Allen Warrior (of the Osage tribe), professor of

American Literature and Culture, disagreed strongly with
hermeneutics á la Charleston. In a much-discussed arti-
cle published in Christianity and Crisis in 1989, he had
argued that Native Americans had nothing in common
with the Semitic “Old Testament” people, but rather with
the Canaanites. According to the biblical accounts, the
Canaanites, just like the Native Americans, were captured,
colonized, and forced to assimilate by a new ruling power
that simply legitimized itself under a new, authoritarian
ruler God.19
In his book God is Red. A Native view of Religion, Vine

Deloria Jr. seemingly solved Warrior’s concern by offer-
ing Native American spirituality as superb alternative. He
faulted Christian theologians for their inability to think in
terms of space, non-reverence for the earth, fear of death,
and lack of deep and place-based communities.20

4 HOWMUCHMAYWE REMEMBER?

As Grundtvig insisted, all peoples of the earth have a place
in a divinely created “world order.” But for each group
to gain a sense of belonging and develop a joint identity,
people must become self-aware.21 Self-awareness is cul-
tivated by being grounded in tradition and in deep his-
torical time, both in the past and in the expected future.
Mbiti, Charleston, Warrior, and Deloria represent such
self-awareness. Consequently, an “inner connection to
our parents and descendants” is just as important as the
mother-tongue’s fluency.22
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In a Pentecostal sermon (May 27, 1822), Grundtvig said
“Every Heathen People also has a kind of Old Testament,”
in which the truth about being human is conveyed.23 Such
a testament is composed of living language, poetry, history,
and mythological imagery. It tries to explain created reali-
ties. Since the early 1800s, extensive research literature has
attempted to interpret the literary heritage of the Viking
Age (or better, earlyMedieval Norse culture) to understand
ancestral beliefs and practices. Grundtvig was highly rec-
ognized for his professional contribution to this work and
for his many translations.
In the preface toNordicMythology (1832), Grundtvig pre-

sented his current interpretation of Norse mythology and
called it “images in the vernacular” of the struggle for life,
against death, in a distinctive Nordic way. It represented
a solidly valid interpretation of human life and its condi-
tions.24 Not unlike Cusanus andMbiti, Grundtvig believed
that the “deposits of myths” were part of the internal-
ized, cultural background with which Norse people had
been able to hear, understand, and receive the Christian
gospel. They could therefore rightly be called a “kind of
Old Testament.” Grundtvig’s contribution was unique, not
least because of his development of the concept of “living
interaction”—which assumes that folk religion and Chris-
tianity may mutually influence each other.
Archeological and textual research materials, unavail-

able to Grundtvig, show that Christian and pagan commu-
nities existed peacefully in the Nordic countries for more
than 200 years.25 Only after the ruling monarchic power
found it useful to monopolize and promote the Chris-
tian religion for political reasons did forced mass baptism
become reality. With the church rising to power, peaceful
co-existence was not an option. Non-Christians could not
be Norwegians.26

5 COSMOLOGIES IN THE
VERNACULAR

What are examples of “images in the vernacular” in Norse
mythology that continue to speak in the contemporary?
In her book Eros and death in Norse myths, the Norwe-
gian historian of religion, Gro Steinsland, interpretats how
our predecessors possibly experienced created life, includ-
ing relationships to animals and elements.27 Cosmos was
perceived as dynamic and stretched between two polar
forces in constant erotic embrace and parting, primarily
symbolized as feminine and masculine. Embrace/parting
was interpreted tomean that the sexesmust be separate but
still be together. In particular, their embrace seemed inte-
gral to the more extensive spiritual work of the Old Norse
through which they helped preserve the cosmic order and
keep chaos in check.

On the other hand, all Norse living beings were said to
be made from the joint work of the cow Audhumbla, and
the androgynous jotne Ymir, both created directly from the
elements: by the heat from the south, which embraced and
mingled with the cold from the north. The first humans,
Ask and Embla, were created thus: The sub-terrain dwarfs
made two lifeless figures by modeling a piece taken from
Ymir’s body (the earth). The figures were then washed
ashore, on a beach. They were found by the gods who gave
them life by blowing life force, spirit, and thought into
their bodies. In this narrative, the humans were visualized
as a crossing between jotne, cow, and god, kindred to all.
Through this imagery, Steinsland believes she is evoking
an eco-realist narrative with regard to human possibilities
and limitations that is fully on par with Judeo-Christian
creation myths.
In Nordic mythology, the gods (in plural) represent an

immanent, cosmological perspective on the world. They
also reflect a diversity of types, characters, and gender vari-
ables, whose purpose may be to create both insight and
acceptance of life as it is. Or as Gro Steinsland puts it, and
quite in line with Grundtvig, paganism has no theology. It
expresses itself through a plurality of myths that reflect a
common life orientation, common anthropology.28

6 GENDERING NORSE
PREDECESSORS

What else can be learnt from the gendered society of
our Viking predecessors? Did it make any difference to
women’s status in the community that religion (or “cus-
tom,” as it was called) was polytheistic and that both
female and male gods were worshipped?
British folklorist Hilda Ellis Davidson has argued that

goddess worship was widespread and complex in the
Nordic cultures, and that the goddess Freya, for exam-
ple, was very popular.29 The god Frey and goddess Freya
were also closely linked to social functions, in particu-
lar to the obligations of husband and wife. Norse society
had a gendered division of labor between “innenstokks”
(inside-the-house and its yard) and “utenstokks” (outside-
the-house and its yard). Thewife ruled “innenstokks.” The
couple had joint responsibilities for the house cult and was
seated together at the banquet table, side by side, between
the high seat posts, just below the house gods. The wife
could also function as a priestess (gydje) outside the farm
and lead public cult at “sacred sites,” but only if the gods
belonged to the Vanir lineage.30
For the Norwegian historians Else Mundal and Ingvild

Øye, it has been essential to show why gender models
borrowed from ancient Greek philosophy and Southeast-
ern European patrilineal kinship ideologies cannot explain
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gender in Northwestern andOldNorse societies.31 Accord-
ing to Mundal, the family systems of the European North-
west and Southeast were contrary. From ancient times
the Greeks were patrilineal while Old Norse was bilateral.
Bilateral means that both parents were believed to con-
tribute formative material to the development of the fetus,
and that the child (girl and boy) belonged to and inher-
ited both the maternal and paternal lineages. According
to Greek patrilineal code, and as articulated by Aristotle,
the father’s semen alone produces the child. The woman’s
uterus is passive soil for theman’s seed. Themothermerely
nourishes the fetus’ process of growth after its creation.
Thus Aristotle, Cusanus, and the authors of Genesis 1 &
2 are in full agreement on the location of the principle of
conception or creation: it is Divine; Fatherly; a trait of the
male form (body).
Mundal argues that Christianization led to a weakening

of women’s position, first and foremost through ecclesial
efforts at implementing the Aristotelian theory of concep-
tion. Luckily for Norse women and men, most communi-
ties simply continued “to lag” when it came to subjugating
their lives under this full-blown, patriarchal template.32

7 TRIBAL, FOLK, CHRISTIAN, OR
ANIMIST?

How can we relate “tribal” or “folk” religion to an eschato-
logical religion like Christianity? According to ritual stud-
ies scholar Catherine Bell, in countries where Christianity
reigns, we must operate with an analytical and typologi-
cal distinction between inherited “tribal” or “folk” religion
and a chosen “religion of salvation”—both to understand
our own practices, and to produce new knowledge.33 Bell
argues that while “tribal” and “folk” religion primarily is
concerned with celebrating the social/cosmic community
and maintaining the course of the family, a religion of sal-
vation, like Christianity is not worried about family or fer-
tility but lifts the individual out of this perishable, earthly
framework. Therefore, in western societies, there will be
several parallel ritual (and religious) traditions, not least
visible in life passage rites.
For this reason, Bell proposes that we analyze (at least)

two ritual institutions in any empirical field. They will
partly be intertwined but most likely also follow separate
ritual courses, as can be observe in a relatively new custom
such as confirmation. The first part of the final, celebratory
phase of this rite of passage (the blessing) will take place in
the Church of Norway, the second part in the family. The
house ritual is constituted on the remains and reinterpre-
tations of the Old Norse banquet, with all guests partici-
pating in its community-building celebrations through gift
exchange, toasting, and feasting. In modern confirmation,

foods, toasts, and gifts are still of outmost importance, with
the confirmand seated in the symbolic place of “king” or
“queen.”34 Seated, they receive speeches and songs about
how marvelous they are, the challenges of adulthood, and
blessings and bits of advice for the future.
According to the Norwegian church historian Oskar

Skarsaune, the bedrock of Norwegian folk-religion is not
Norse mythology but rather a Christian-modified ani-
mism. To be able to discover it we are advised to make
an analytical distinction between “temple” and “syna-
gogue.”35 The temple category represents public cult and
invites celebrations of events but does not require any
credo at the front door. The synagogue category represents
the opposite: a congregation of believers. Skarsaune’s point
is that to understand folk religion, both historically and
present,wemust preserve the temple category. Temple reli-
giosity is linked to ritual and the popular. It allows for
the manifestation of religiosity in culture-specific objects
and forms, as well as in the belief that things (especially
natural ones) have life and can be communicated with
“as persons,” a practice commonly named “animism.” He
assumes that the people’s (Lutheran) Church of Norway,
houses both temple and synagogue.

8 HOW FAR BACKMAYWE
REMEMBER?

How do we know the genesis of our predecessors?
When and where did “our people” begin? Who belongs?
Grundtvig perceived the formation of “a people” based on
how a community is connected to a geographic area, with
specific lifeways and customs cultivated over time, and
speaking a local language in the spirit of mother-tongue.
Yet, when did “a Nordic people” actually begin to form?36
Grundtvig’s horizon was inclusive but still limited.

Regarding “Nordic cultural heritage,” it stretched between
the early Viking period (700 AD) and his modernity (1900
AD), with skilled historical emphasis on literary sources
such as Snorre Sturlason’s works. Yet, our ancestral lin-
eages are much older. Migration up North did not start
1500 years ago; it began 10,000 years ago. Its first coloniz-
ers were small groups of hunters-and-gatherers (nomads)
who traveled the coast when the glaciermelted and the last
ice-age came to an end.37
Thanks to modern archeology and genetics, and their

advanced technologies, we knowmore about the so-called
pre-history than what was available to Grundtvig. We
know that the Paleolithic nomads were the first to set their
marks on the land.38 Not peasants, not pastoralists, and
certainly not the much later medieval Vikings and their
warrior kings. Does this knowledgemake a difference? Are
we obliged to listen differently? In the following, I will
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briefly narrate ancestral lineages to the landmass called
Norway to get a sense of Paleolithic dwelling and crossing,
and why this prolonged lineage matter.

9 NOMADS: FIRSTMIGRANTS

The first migrants to “Norway” came when the ice melted
10,000 years ago. They came in three huge “waves” and
have left a myriad of imprints and traces in the landscape,
including funeral sites. They migrated in two directions:
from the northeast via Russia and Finland into Finnmark
in northern Norway; and from the southwest via Denmark
and Sweden into Østfold and the Oslofjord.39 Archeology
can unearth, discover, and analyze aspects of their life over
time.
During the Stone Age (8000–4000 BC, the Paleolithic

and Mesolithic periods) all migrants were nomads. They
lived in small groups of hunters and gatherers and hunted
large animals such as reindeer, moose, and possibly wild
horses, as well as shellfish and fish from lakes and rivers.
They dwelled in small hunting teams of four to five peo-
ple, constantly moving about, either on foot or using small
canoe-like boats. The agricultural revolution (4000–1800
BC, the Neolithic period) came to Europe with migrants
form the Middle-East 6000 years ago. Thus, farming and a
new way of settled life was brought about by a new popu-
lous, including upNorth. The old hunter and gatherer pop-
ulation slowly blended with the agriculturalists. Whether
they became their serfs or their equals we do not know.
What was characteristic of the nomadic worldview? We

mainly know this from studies of contemporary nomadic
groups, although the British anthropologist E.B. Taylor
already in the early 19th century coined the term animism
to describe how so-called primordial people attributed
“life” and “soul” (or “spirit”) to all things, living and non-
living. In this way, “life” as such was linked to the sublime
powers of the sacred, to spirit itself.40 The rationale for
“ensoulment” was related to the group’s seemingly deep
dependence on the aliveness, fertility, and successful “col-
laboration” with their environments. Ethnographic stud-
ies have confirmed that in contemporary nomadic groups,
it is common to relate to the other-than-human world in
kinship terms (it constitutes a precondition to the human
group’s livelihood and flourishing).41
Furthermore, since “animism” implies a form of co-life

between humans and animals and with organic life as
such, a unique form of anthropomorphism may develop.
Some animals, on certain occasions, may be seen as
both animal and human. According to the famous 2004
ethnographic study of the Siberian Yukaghirs by Danish
anthropologist Rane Willerslev, this particular interpreta-
tion could frame a specific hunting process.42 Certain large

animals were perceived as part of human society in their
capacity as non-human persons, apparently only “dressed
up” as animals in their external bodily form, but with a
veiled inner life (or personhood) quite similar to humans.
Thus, in the hunt, an animalmight be said to give up its life
for the benefit of humans. This form of kill is not regarded
as a sacrifice but as a gift. The inner logic of this form of
“gift-giving” from animal to human implies a human obli-
gation (on the hunter side) to share (the gift) with all mem-
bers of the community and to return bones and leftovers to
the animal flock.
In the academic field known as new animism, animism

or “relational ontologies” is perceived as a fundamental
challenge to Cartesian science’s subject-object divisions.43
Since animism is not a phenomenon that can be relegated
to a previous period in human history, Bruno Latour has
suggested a new “symmetric anthropology.” It refers to the
task of subjecting modern life to cultural studies from the
perspective of “relational ontologies” and to use premod-
ern categories to conceptualize the hybrids that increas-
ingly inhabit our world.44 Consequently, animism today,
writes religious studies scholar Graham Harvey, “is typi-
cally applied to religions that engage with a wide commu-
nity of living beings with whom humans share this world,
or particular locations in it.”45

10 PEASANTS: SECONDMIGRANTS

Strong weapons for the hunt and strict intra-human gift
exchange did not develop until the Neolithic revolution,
which meant agriculture, farming, and more permanent
settlements. The peasant residencies were steady, and out-
fields were cultivated for food to humans and domestic
animals. The new farming populations won social hege-
mony, and developed amore hierarchical andwarlike soci-
ety. Thosewhodid not assimilatemayhave continued their
nomadic life style.
Inside the new farming societies, communities based

on tribe, clan, and chieftainship evolved. Its hierarchies
affected worldview and thinking, and worship of anthro-
pomorphic gods and goddesses evolved. Society became
more stratified, with increased specialization and rank-
ing of human beings from king to serf. The farm itself
came to symbolize an entiremicrocosm, hedged in by poles
functioning as a fence. A prosperous farm would have its
own burial mound, where the dead lived on in a magical
shadow state and continued to be ritually fed. Agricultural
societies also employed more media such as priests. They
developed regular cult sites, either with the house/farm,
at certain places in nature perceived as powerful, or at the
(later) thing/assembly. An effect of this slow development
from nomadic to a permanent farming settlement is that
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thewholeNorwegian landscape is covered in place-names,
some of which are related to personalized entities. Still,
there are 50,000 farm siteswith personal names inNorway,
and many are more than 2000 years old.46

11 SAMI: NORWEGIAN INDIGENOUS
PEOPLE

The Sami population reminds us of the first migration
to Norway, since large groups still practice aspects of a
semi-nomadic livelihood in connectionwith their reindeer
husbandry. When the Sami today are legally named an
Indigenous people, it is not because they were the first to
occupy the landmass we call Norway.47 It is because they
are the direct descendants from “the people who lived in a
geographical region to which the country belonged when
the present state borders were established, and who have
retained all or some of their own social, economic, cultural
and political institutions.”48 They maintain a way of life
that is older than the modern nation state and its struc-
tures, and this gives both southern and northern Sami indi-
viduals and clans status as indigenous people to Norway.
The descendants of the Norse Norwegians did not hold
onto their old institutions but embodied the emergence of
the modern nation state and modern society.

12 INSPIRED BY “RELATIONAL
ONTOLOGIES”? UTØYA’S MEMORIAL
SITE

Grundtvig did not operate with any distinction between
pre-Norse animism and the mythological landscapes of
Norse gods and goddesses. Knowledge of prehistoric
Nordic societies was not part of his kit. Nature was of
course a rich resource, both experientially and metaphor-
ically, to Grundtvig’s romantic poetry and praise. Yet, by
convention, and in his essays, he wrote of humans in rela-
tions to animals and the greens in asymmetrical terms.
As an effect of climate change, there is new interest in

simpler forms of social life as, for example, represented by
hunters-and-gatherers and their perceived state of interre-
latedness with other lifeforms. Some of these groups may
have formed in pre-historic times and later transformed
into resident farmers. Yet, as narrated above, some groups
and tribes continue to practice versions of their inherited
nomadic lifestyles in the contemporary. Thus, “reskilling”
to live a more “relational” life seems a possible option also
to modern seekers. It may even include “spiritual simplic-
ity,” as if going back to profound questions equals begin-
nings. The new interest in what academically is termed
“new animism” may thus be understood as a wish to learn

to pay respect to other-than-human-life “as if” it had per-
sonhood, and “as if” it mattered deeply to human social
life.
This trend is also manifesting in smaller formats,

reminding Norwegians of their inherited “close relation-
ship” with “nature.” Let me give an unexpected exam-
ple. Breivik’s terrorist attack on Norway on July 22, 2011,
included the death of 69 young political summer-campers
at the Utøya island. How to design a proper memorial to
remember this kill? Not memorial as a monument set in
stone, but as an inclusive and livingmemorial site. It came
as a surprise to some that Utøya, the campsite for left-
ist youth, wanted a memorial open and inclusive of the
spiritual. Utøya announced: “No matter what social, cul-
tural or religious affiliation, you can feel welcome here.”49
The 3RW Architects, commissioned to design the memo-
rial, suggested a design open both to mourning and to
newbeginnings. Instead of navigating the complicated reli-
gious history of the Norwegians, they imagined instead
a design that could both hold “memory” and point to
“new beginnings.” The arcitects took inspiration from the
archeological remains of circular campfires found at the
campsites of the first migrants to Norway 10,000 years
ago. A small flock of hunters and gatherers were imagined
to have gathered around the fire for protection, warmth,
and community.50 Inspired by this pattern, a unifying
steel ring was carved at Utøya, dispensed from the trees,
and the memorial site itself called The Clearing (in the
woods).51

13 THE CLEARINGMEMORIAL SITE

TheClearingmemorial site (Figure 1) represents the full cir-
cle, including with names and ages of all the dead carved
into the steel. In the grasses around the circle, perennials
to attract butterflies are planted. The flowers, the grasses,
and its buzzy life are literally meant to cover up stains of
blood, memories of the killing acts, and help heal human
grief by its own pure beauty and aliveness.
In this instance, the natural landscape is both spiritu-

ally and physically called upon as healer, protector, and
collaborator in the healing process. Thus, the design may
be perceived as inspired by “relational ontologies,” which
again may be associated with “once upon a time” prac-
tices imagined to have been carried out by the first, vul-
nerable migrants to the land.52 The memorial also hints
at the land’s aliveness and layered inclusion of all beings.
It does not proclaim a “new gospel,” but a possible new
take on its “preconditions:” a new form, custom or ethic to
help remember the interconnectedness of life. To some, the
memorial might also invite further reflection on the con-
cept of religion, including “what is Christian?”53
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F IGURE 1 The Clearingmemorial site at
Uøya island, Norway, in memory of the 69 young
people who were shot and killed face to face by
AB Breivik on July 22, 2011, in his brutal terror
attacks on Norway. Photo: Jone Salomonsen
[Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

A newmemorial culture that traces not just Norwegian,
but people’s, ancestry back to the messy “beginnings” of
a long-forgotten Paleolithic past (and neither to Moses &
the Book of Genesis, nor to Snorre& Early Medieval Norse
mythology) may come as a surprise, including to Scandi-
navian creation theology—although it reminds us of the
historicity of theology itself. We may, however, interpret
the contemporary desire for an “all-inclusive built space”
as an invitation to renew the Grundtvigian method and
theological address, not least in relation to ecclesiology. If
we follow this (perhaps) trans-religious pursuit, we may
needCharles Taylor’s concept of a (pre-modern) porous self
in order to fully grasp what an “all-inclusive ecclesiology”
might refer to (in a post-modern, eco-sensitive era), and the
radical vision of church it might entail.
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